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METHOD FOR CALCULATING THE ROLLING AND YAWING MOMENTS DUE TO
ROLLING FOR UNSWEPT WINGS WITH OR WITHOUT FLAPS OR AILERONS
BY USE OF NONLINEAR SECTION LIFT DATA ‘
By bDET P. MARTINA
SUMMARY
The methods of iVACA Reports 866 and 1090 haae been
applied to the ca.kulaiion of the rolling-moment and yawing-
moment coejici.ents due to routk.g for unswept wing8 wii?L or
m“thout jfap8 or ailerons. The methods are k.wi? on lij7ing-
line ttiory and allow the use of n.onlineur 8ection lijl data.
The method precented herein permits cakukdioiw to be ti
8omewhat beyond maximum lijl for wings hating no twkt or
continuous twid and emplqing aiqfoi? 8ectiQm3which do not
dtiplay large dkmtinuiiti in the lijl curv~. Ca&uiMti
can be made up to maximum li$ for wing8 with diwn.iinuow
twi.d w.ch w thai produced bV partiakpan jlizps or aibwrw,
or both. Two cakdded -mpti are presented in eimplijfed
computing fornM in order to il.hwtraie the procedurtx involved.
INTRODUCTION
The.crdculationof the rolling-moment and yawing-moment
coefficients due to rolling has received extensive treatment in
the linear lift range; several of the better-lmown sources
rworeferences 1 to 3. Methods for making the calculations
in the nonlinear lift range, however, are comparatively
few (for example, refs. 4 to 6)and are based on the overall
lift rmd drag of a wing.
Methods for calculating wing characteristics in the non-
linear lift range by using lifting-line theory and nonlinear
section data (refs. 7 and 8) have given wtimatea which
agree closely with results of wind-tunnel tests of nonrolling
wings, as seen in references 8 and 9. It was believed,
therefore, that these methods could be utilized in the c-al-
culation of the rolling derivatives and that such calculations
might bo more accurate than those made by existing methods.
Although the application of the lifting-line method to a
rolling wing in the nonlinear range is implicitly contained in
reference 7 and partially illustrated in referenoe 8, it is the
purpose of the present report to outline the procedure of
cnlculrttion by means of several illustrative examples. In
nddition, some new considerations regarding the application
of these methods to the calculation of the rolling character-
istic are presented and discussed. Because of the supple-
mentrq nature of this report, the reader should be reasonably
fmnilkw with references 7 and 8.
SYMBOLS
The term ‘(section” as used herein denotes the section
characteristics in tkree-dimensional flow.
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* @ Coefficient
wing rolling-moment coefficient
1( )pbcoefficient of wing damping in roll, M71 i) ~
wipgliftcoefficient
wing yaw@moment coefficient
coefficient of wing yawing moment due to rolliqg,
eflecti~e edge-velocity factor for symmetrical part
of lift distribution,
r
1+$
effective edge-velocity factor for antisymmetrical
d
part o~ lift distribution, 1+$
factor used in altering two-dimensional lift curvm
coefficients used in obtaining succeeding approxi-
mations of lift distribution
Reynolds number
velocity
two-dimensional linear lift-curve slope
wing span
local chord of wing
root chord
mean geometric chord, b/A
section profile-drag coticient
two-dimensional prdkdrag coefficient
section lift coefficient
additional section lift coefficient for CL= 1.0
two-dimensional lift coefficient
maximum section lift c0ef3icient
maximum two-dimensional lift coefficient
section lift coefEcientfor a particular flap deflection
angular rolling velocity, radians/see
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number of intervals between points of calculation
along span
maximum thickness of wing section
spantie coordinate
angle of attick, deg
correction for induced angle of attack, deg
effective angle of attack, deg
induced angle of attaik, deg
angle of attack for zero lift, deg
angle of attack for two-dimensional lift curves, deg
angle of attack of root section, deg
uncorrected induced angle of attack, deg
induced angle-of-attack multiplier for asymmet-
rical distribution
magnitude of discontinuity in absolute and induced
anglea of attack, deg
geometric angle of twist, negative if washout, deg
approximate average angle of twist,
angle of twist due to rolling motion, deg
angle of twist at wing tip, deg
taper ratio (ratio of tip chord to root chord)
ratio of actual two-dimensional likmrve slope to
theoretical value of #/90
area multiplier for asymmetrical distributions
interpolation multiplier
moment multiplier for asymmetrical distributions
Superscript:
* denotes value at end of flap or aileron
CALCULATION PRO CED~E
Inasmuch as complete theoretical developments of the
method used herein are given in references 7 and 8, only the
items pertinent to the purpose of the present report will be
given. The method is based on lifting-line theory and uses
the effective edge-velocity factors E and W to correct for
the effects of aspect ratio, following the concepts of reference
10. Since .?3and E’ aa used herein are in themselves only
approximations for elliptic tigs, it should be realized that
the results given by the present method at zero lift will not
agree exactly with the values which would be obtained by
using lifting-surface solutions for a given two-dimensional
lift-curve slope. However, such di.flerencesare expected to
be insignificant.
The calculations for wings having no twist or continuous
twist are discussedin the following section and are illustrated
by means of example calculations for an untwisted wing
designated as wing A. The calculations for wings with
discontinuous twist require a slightly di.thrent procedure
and therefore are discussed in an additional section. The
latter calculations are illustrated by means of cixample cd-
culations for a wing with partial-span flaps designated as
wing B.
WINGS WITE NO TWIST OR CONTINUOUS TWIST
me rolling motion of a wing produces an antisymnmtric
linear aerodynamic twist distribution which gives rise to
the rolling derivatives. In the method of calculation used
herein, the aerodynamic twist produced by the rolling motion
is treated as a wing twist for purposes of obtaining the
distribution of q. Components of the inclined force vectors
are ,then found, from which the rolling derivatives are
determined.
Use of section data.-The two-dimensional data at the
Reynolds number appropriate to each wing station are simply
plotted against an effective angle, a,=ai!?. Either the
section lift coefficients cl or the load coeflicienta cw/b cnn
be used, although the use of the latter is believed to result
in considerable savings in computing time. The load co-
efiicienta were used in the example calculations for wing A
-and are presented in iigure 1. 4A single drag curve was used
inasmuch as no account was taken of the spamvise variation
in Reynolds number due to taper; the curve is presented in
fig-me 2. The curves in figures 1 and 2 are based on data
taken from reference 11 for the NACA 65-006 section at a
Reynolds number of 3.OX 10°; however, the drag data were
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FIGURD2.-Section drag curve wed in the example calculations for
wing A.
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extrapolated to higher angles of attack on the basis of results
in reference 12 for the NACA 64AO06section.
Determination of the lift distribution,-The effective angle
of attack at any station y is given by
where
180 py
e*—— —TV
()r-l Clcai=~ ~ Jkm-1
(3)
(4)
and
Aa E’–E
6== [(a– aJk-(a- af),.k] (5)
The evaluation of equation (1) by the method of reference
7 is one of successive approximations, in which a distribution
of c# is initially assumed. From this distribution and with
the values of the multipliers j?m~given either in table I for
r= 10 or in reference 7 for T=20, a distribution of ai is
obtained by using equation (4); equation (5) can then be
owduated. With all the components on the right-hand side
of equation (2) determined, it is possible to iind a,. Values
of c1corresponding to the values of a, are foun-dfrom appro-
priate section data, after which a check distribution of c@f
can be obtained. If these check values of cfi/b do not agree
with those initially aasumed,new valuea are sssumed and the
process is repeated until agreement is obtained. In the
TABLE I.—INDUCED-ANGLK-OF-A~ACK MULTIPLIERS 6.J
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following examples, methods are’ indicated by which the
dHerences between the check and initially assumed values
are utilized to obtain the succeeding assumedvalues so that
agreement is reached in a minimum number of approxima-
tions. Equation (6) corrects the effective angle to account
for the E’ factor that is used with the antisymmetric com-
ponent of Ioading when the section data are plotted against
ae= aoE.
Determination of the rolling-moment and yawing-moment
coefficients.—After the distributions of cfifl and c%c/bare de-
termined (distributions of c%c/it are obtained by using the
plots of section data), components of these distributions
along the x- and z-axes in the wind-axes system give the
following expressions:
c~c Clc .—. — ——
-- C; b ‘s (“-a’) b ‘m(“-a’)
For the angles usually encountered,
so that equations (6) and (7) become
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
It is easily seen that, for%= 0°, equations (8) and (9) reduce
to the usual expressions for the section contributions to the
lift and drag of a nonrolling wing inasmuch as the cmtribu-
tion of c% to the lift in equation (9) is usually negligible.
Spanwise integrations of equations (8) and (9) yield the
yawing-moment and rolling-moment coeflkients as folIows:
VaJma of the numerical integrating-multipliers u= are given
in table II for r= 10 and r=20 in addition to the area mul-
tiplied ~m. The ~mmultipliers maybe used to fid 6’L and
()CDby similar relations, that is, CL=A 51 ~ v., and SOm=l m
forth.
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Application of the method .—In order to illustrate the use
of the method, an example is presented for wing A at an
angle of attack of 12°, rolling at such a rate that the wing-tip
helis angle p6/2V is 0.01 radian. The calculations are made
for r= 10. The pertinent dimensional data are given in
table III and the lift distribution is calculated in table IV.
The initially assumed load distribution in the linear lift
range can be most rapidly obtained by using methods with
which the render is probably already familiar. For example,
nearly exact initial assumptions can be made very quickly
by proper use of the numerous lifting-surface solutions which
TABLE11.-~NG-COEFFICD3NT hlULTIl?LIERSFOR ~TGS
are available in chart form and thus effect appreciable savings
in computing time. For the sake of presenting a numerical
procedure, however, the method of referenca 13, which has
been shown to give very good results in most cases, was used
in this report. By combining the equation of reference 7 for
the- initial approximation with equation (33) of reference 8
and equations (13) and (18) (modified for i?) of reference 13,
the following expression is obtained for the initially assumed
load distribution:
(%).*a.=*F%+lsyam
[c1 (=) AaO(c–7) AaiNpA+l.8+~+AE’+4 1 (12)WITHOUT DISCONTINUOUS TWIST
r-xl r.=lo I TABLE LU.-GEOMETRJC CHARACTERISTICS OF WING A
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TABLE IV.-CALCULATION OF LD?T DISTRIBUTION FOR WING A
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where cl(=) is the section lift coefficient for the geometric
angle of attack in question. This loading is entered in col-
umn @ of table IV in normal order and in column @ in
reverse order. The loading is entered in this manner in
order to shorten the size of the computing form. The
mechanics of computing are all self-explanatory and it will
be noted that the correction to the antisymmetric part of the
loading is made in column @ as obtained by using equation
(6). I?or the sake of brevity only the M calculations have
been shown in the table. The check load coefficients in
column Q, read from the section plots, will usually not agree
with the assumed values for the first approximation. The
process is repeated until agreement is obtained between
the assumed and check values of cfi/6. The manner used
in detmmining the succeeding assumptions is dependent on
a number of factors such as the linearity and the slopes of the
section loading curves and on whether r= 10 or r=20.
Various methods for obtaining succeeding assumptions are
presented in the appendix. When calculations are being
made for more than one angle of attaok, the first assumption
for the second angle of attack can be based on the solution
for the previous rmgleof attack by hl.ing the value of c~/6
corresponding to an angle
(13)
da
in which it can be assumed that ~= 0.7inthe linear range.
Once the values of a, have been de&miued for two angles of
attack, plots of a. against ar can be made for each section.
Values of clc/b corresponding to the extrapolated value-sof CY,
will usually give a fairly accurate first assumption and thus
minimize the amount of computing required. If only
limited calculations are being made, it is recommended that
any calculations in the nonlinear range be based on the
results of a calculation in the linear range in a manner
similar to that just described. In general, this procedure will
eliminate a rather arduous solution since the load distribu-
tions may change very rapidly in the nonlinear range.
After the induced anglw of attack and the lift distribution
are determined, then the prof.k-drag distribution can be
determined. Inaamuch as each section is assumed to be
acting two-dimensionally, the section drag coefficients are
obtained at the section lift coefficients or effective angles cie
for the proper values of Reynolds and Mach numbers. The
calculations are oarried out in columns @ to @ of table V.
The calculations leading to the rolling derivatives are carried
out in columns (3Jto @ and at the bottom of the table.
WINGS WITH DISCONTINUOUS TWIST
The discussion in this section is limited to the case where
r=20; a simihr method could be devised for T=1o. It is
emphasized that the method of altering the two-dimensional
data, which is subsequently described, applies only up to and
including maximum lift and therefore precludes the calcula-
tion of Ctnand CnPbeyond mtium lift.
.
Alteration of two-dimensional data.—The two-dimensional
data to be used for wings with discontinuous twist must be
altered in order to avoid a &scontinui@ in the spanwise
distribution of maximum lift codkient at the end of the
flap or aileron since no such &scontinui@ exists in the
TABLE V.—CALCULATION OF THE ROLLING DERIVATIVES FOR WING A
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physical flow. The maximum lift-coefficient values are
altered (see ref. 8) by the relation
Clm== (CZJo+F(AcJ*@) (14)
where the spnnwise variation of F is given for several cases
in figure 3. An illustration for deriving the F factors for
any wing is given in iigure 4. The quantity Aci*- is the
increment in cl- at the discontinuity due to the deflection
of the flap or aileron for the proper local Rejmokls number.
The values of c1 and ao are then altered according to the
equations
.
cl=
~=aro+~(m—~lo) (ct_)o
(15)
(16)
The data altered in this manaer are Aown plotted in figure
5 for wing B with 60-percent-span split flaps deflected 60°.
I?or purposes of comparison the unaltered two-dimensional
section data oroas-plotted from reference 11 are also shown
in figure 5.
.The two-dimensional drag values as such are not altered,
but the values of (c%)o corresponding to the valuw of Cl.
are replotted against either c1or ~. The drag data used in
the example for wing B are shown in figure 6 plotted against
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FIcwm 3.—Factor for altering two-dimensional dab for several wings
having discontinuous twist.
cl. The data for the unflapped sections were taken from
reference 11, cross-plotted to the values of” R shown in
figure 5. Since no drag data were available for the NAOA
&&210 section with split flaps deflected, the data for the
NACA 23012 airfoil section (ref. 14) were used inasmuch as
the lift curves were similar to those for the NACA 64-210
section up to maximum lift. Since the data of reference 14
ware for R=3.5X 10°, no account was taken of the Reynolds
number variation across the flapped portion of the span.
The manner of alteration just described is necessarily rwbi-
trary and further experimental work may indicde a dif-
ferent promdure; however, it should be recognized that the
drag contributions depend on the diilerences in a, betwem
the right and left wings and therefore are not critically
dependent on the absthte values of the drag polars.
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Fmum 4.-Sohematio illustration of the odcuktion of the faotor F
used in altering the two-dimensional data for a wing having dis-
continuous twist with the discontinuitieslomteclat &2v*fi.
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Determination of the lift distribution.-l?or wings with dis-
continuous twist the induced angle of attack computed by
means of equation (4) is modified by a term which is pro-
portional to the magnitude of the disccm$nuity amdacts as-a
correction factor to account for the inability of a limited
trigonometric series to represent adequately the lift dis-
tribution of a wing with partial-span flaps or ailerons de-
flected. , This induced angle, according to reference 8, is
(17)
where a~~is the uncorrected induced angle of attack given
by equntlon (4), 3 is the magnitude of the discontinue@, and
values of the correction factcra a# taken from reference 8
are given in table VI. These correction factcrs depend only
on the spamvise position of the discontinuity and apply to a
defiected flap or rderon extending from the point of dis-
continuity to the right wing tip. Values for any spanwise
extent of the deflection of the flap or aikron, or both, can be
obtained by combinations of the values presented. Ii’or
example, if the flap deflection is symmetrical and extends over
60 percent of the wing span, the values of aJ3 would be
obtained by subtracting the valuca of aJ8 corresponding to
2g
2@–0 6 &om those which correspond to ~= –0.6. The
6“
2$ 2y
tabular values of aJISfor ~=x are for the flap side of the
()
2$ 0 therefore th~ corresponding sectiondiscontinuity -@ ;
lift curva should be used with these values. The wdue of 6
‘k obtained as shown in figure 5.
If the discontinuity is located at a station other than
2~=cos k~
b ~ the v~ues of (czc/b)* are interpolated from the
I calculated vahw of clc/b as follows:
(18)
values of the interpolation multipliers V. are given in table
VII for various spanwise positions of the end of the flnp.
Multipliers for positions of 2y*/b other than those tabulated
can be calculated from the relations given in reference 8.
Application of the method,-The method k applied to
~ B tith 60-pmcentipm split flaps deflected 60° at
~= 10° and rolling at such a rate that the wing-tip heli..
angle pb/2V is 0.01 radian. The geometric characteristics
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of tho wing are given in table VIII and the calculation of the
BpaxIwise lift distribution ‘is given in table IX. The deter-
mination of the initial assumption for the lift distribution is
not given herein inasmuch as the procedure is fully illustited
for this wing in reference 8 for the symmetrical case. For
tho ftsymmetrical case the approximate antispn.metric
loading given by equation (18) of reference 13 (modified for
E’)
w++%mTLia’4
should be added to the assumed symmetrical loading given
by the procedure used in the esample of reference 8. Any
suitable method for obtaining the assumed loading may be
used, however.
TABLE VII.-INTERPOLATI~N MULTIPLIERS P. FOR
()
OBTAININGVALUESOF ~ AT THE END OFTHE FLAP
Mom) O.am11—LT 0.4W
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The valuea of &in column @J of table IX are those for
‘y*
~=–O.6 horn table VI; whereas the values of 5 in
2Y*
column @ are the negative of those for ~=0.6 and were
.
obtained by the procedure outlined in the previous section.
The values of ~ at + 2y*/b are found horn the flapped and
unilapped section curves (fig. 5) at values of cl’ correspond-
ing to the values of (clc/6)*. After tke approximate values
for 6 are determined, the check span load distribution can
then be calculated. The check vidues of (cJc/6)* are then
interpolated from equation (18). When convergence is
established (i.e., column @ minus column @ iE zero), the
values of af at & 2y*/b can be found. (The method given for
case I of the appendix was used to obtain convergence be-
tween the assumed and check values of clc/b, columns @ and
@, respectively.)
The drag distribution is calculated in colunms @ to @ of
table X. Note that two values are given at ~= +0.60.
The values at ~= YO.60 + Ocorrespond to the flapped sides.
The ~olling-moment and yawing-moment components are .
calculated in cohmms @j to @ and the coefiicienta and
derivatives are calculated at the bottom of table X. The
multipliw u. used in table X are tabulated in table XI.
If the values of CL and CD are desired, the numerical inte-
grating area multipliers of reference 8 may be used.
TABLE VIII.-GEOME’I%IC CHARACTERISTICS OF WING B
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TABLE IX.-CALC~ATION OF LD?T DISTRIBUTION FOR ~NG B
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TABLE X.—CALCULATION OF THE ROLLING DERIVATIVES FOR WING B
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DISCUSSION
Lack of eiiiher experimen$l wing-alone rolling data or
suitable two-dimensional section data prevents the making
of exact correlations of. this method with experiment in the
vicinity of masimum lift. It was possible, however, to
. compare the wing-alone calculations for wing A with experi-
mental wing-body results, iiice suilicient section data
existed to allow the calculations to be tied slightly beyond
mssirnum lift. The comparisons are presented in figure 7.
Agreement is considered to be good when the diilerences be-
tween the conditions of the calculations and tests are con-
sidered. The failure of the present method to predict the
increase in CIPfor 5° <a<S” maybe inherent in the method
since similar esperimenta~ &ds have been observed for
other wings of this plan form. The differences between the
calculated and experimental variations of Cnr in the same
angle-of-attack range could be partly associated with tlm
previously noted increase in Cb and partly due to bocly-
interference effects as shown in reference 16.
Calculations which included the body-induced angle-of-
attack distribution on the wing were made for wing A up to
10° angle of attack. The indications were that this com-
ponent of body intderence had negligible effects on tlm
calculated variations presented in figure 7. Aclditiomd
calculations for wing A using a section drag of cltan a (no
leading-edge suction) yielded a C~P variation that rgroecl
quite closely with the experimental variation in the low
angle-of-attack range; such a Cmrvariation would indicate
the possible existence of early separation in the eqerimental
results, a likely possibility considering the low test Reynolcls
number and the section thickness ratio. ~he difbrencea in
the high lift range, particuhwly with regard to the U.Pvaria-
tions, probably can be all ascribed to body-interference
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TABLE XI.-ROLLING- AND YAITUfG-MONfENT-COEFFICIENTMULTIJ?L~RS C= FOR JTDTGS~TH DISCONTINUOUS
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effects since the differences are similar in trend to those of
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FIGURE 7.—The calculated and experimental variatio~ of CI=and Cfifl
with angle of attaok for two wings having aspect ratios of 4.0 and
taper ratius of 0.60. Experimental data from the 6-foot-&rnet.8r
rolling-flow test section of the Langley stability tunnel.
reference 15.
Also shown in figure 7 are the variations of C,r and C=P
calculated by means of references 5 and 6, respectively, in
which use is made of the experimental wing-body lift and
drag curves. It appears that both the present method and
that of reference 5 give reasonable estimates of the variation
of Clp.The present method, however, appems to give a
more realistic picture of the variation of Cmflin the I@h
angle+f-attack range than that of reference 6. The edge-
suction effects which are applied in reference 6 were negligible
for this bpect ratio and therefore do not account for the
diilerences shown.
Several items of interest were observed during the course
of the calculations for wing A. For example, the contribu-
tions of the section lift and profile drag to the rolling deriva-
tives could be separated as shown in figure 8. The prof3le-
drag component of C%,is seen to be opposite and nearly tmo
to three times that due to the lift at high angles of attack.
The proiile-drag contribution to the damping ~ roll, on the
other hand, is either zero or negligible even at the higher
angle9 of attnok
The method presented herein k primarily intended for use
in the nonlinear range where some flow separation is present,
and the subsequent discussion briefly oovers some considera-
tions which limit the use of this method. The condition
that must be easentirdlyfuliilled is in keeping with the bmic
assumption that all sections operate two-dimensionally or
nearly so. Therefore any separation that is present must
not give rise to large amopnts of spanwise flow which can
cause a complete redistribution of lift and thus invalidate
the basic assumption. Lack of sufficient cxperimentrd data
on load distributions beyond maximum lift prevents the
formulation of positive limits concerning these phenomena,
but, on the basis of airfoil characteristics and on observed
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~Q~E 8.—The calculated rolling derivatives for wing A showing the
lift and profile-drag components. R=3.OX NY.
stalling behavior, regions most likely to be amenable to
calculation oan at least be classified.
It is believed that departure horn the hvo-dimensional-
flow assumption will not seriously affect the eahxdation of the
rolling derivatives for wings which incorporab airfoil sections
that exhibit gradual changes in lifkmrve slope beyond
maximum lift. On the other hand, calculations beyond
maximum lift for wings which incorporate sections having
large discontinuities in the lift curves are believed to have
little significance because with such airfoils there is no known
Y COMMITTEE FOR AERONAU!HOS
way of predicting either the extent of the initial stall or the
influence of the stalled area on the section characteristics of
neighboring sections. In addition, such wings display a
tendency toward asymmetrical stall under no-roll conditions
which leads to rolling and yawing moments. The deflection
of trading-edge flaps generally produces abrupt lift-curve
peaks at masimum lift on all but the thin airfoils. Such
conditions coupled with the inability to treat the discon-
tinuous-twist oasea beyond maximum lift, as previously
discussed, limit the feasibility of calculations beyond mmti-
mum lift to a very limited number of casea with full-spnn
flaps.
Although calculations may appear to be feasible on tho
basis of airfoil-section stalling oharacteristicsj there is an
additional consideration which may limit the extent of the
calculations. This limit, referred to in reference 16 as the
stability limit, is
(19)
that is, an increment in the angle of attack Aa cannot result
in a decxe.akein the induced imgle by an amount greater
than the increment Aa. An idea of the meaning of this
limit can be obtained horn the calculations for wing A. The
maximum negative value in this esse ma —0.75 compared
with —1.0 given by equation (19).
Although one has an apparent choice of performing calcu-
lations with either r=10 or 7=20 for the unflapped cam, it
has bem found from experience that calculations beyond
maximum lift with r=20 rarely are required except perhaps
at v-~ high aspect ratios. If such calculations me neces-
sary, however, it is suggested that the results from calcula-
tions with r= 10 be used as the initial approximations for
the r=20 solution, a procedure which will generally shorten
computing time.
LANGLEY AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADT-ISORY COm~E FOR &RONAUTIOS,
LANGLEY FIEI,D, VA., January 99,1963.
.
APPENDIX
METHODS FOR OBTAINING SUCCEEDING APPROXIMATIONS FOR THE SPANWISE LOAD DISTRIBUTION FROM AN
INITIALLY ASSUMED LOAD DISTRIBUTION
METHODS FOR USE WITH r-20
These methods for obtaining succeeding approximations
for the load distribution have been extensively used and
produce convergemm in reasonably few approximation.
dc,Case I: —&P ositive and linear.—For a positive and linear
lift-curve slope, the succeeding approximation, denoted by
the supemcript 1, is given by the equation
(H=(%n.+”w. ‘A1)
FIGURE Q.—Coefficients used to obtain succeeding approxbnatiom.
r=20.
where
.
“(%’).=+Z%’A(%*‘A’)
.
()in which the increments A ~ are the difkrences between
the check vihms and the ~~d values (column @ minus
column @, table IX), and K and K are constants for any
particular wing. Values of K and Kt taken from reference
8 are presented in @ure 9 as functions of AE/q. ValuW of
K, for i greater than 3 are mmll enough to be considered
negligible.
The number of terms of equation (A2) needed for any
Particular approximation depends upon the convergence of
the assumptions; fewer terms are needed when the differences
()~7m
are small or when positive differences nearly cnncel
negative differences. Equation (A2) applied to wing B at
-%=0.688 becomes~=fl
( b )
()
A, *
b, =+ {3.2(@–@o+(@-@)5+(@ -@)7+
0.4 [(@–@)4+(@–@)81 +0-3 [(@–@)a+(@–O)d }
For m= 1 and 2, equation (A2) is expanded as .
(A3)
A’~+),=+[(K1–QA(~),+m(?),+
+)g+~’A(%?4+=(%J‘A4)
since
@_,=-A(%), (A5)
I?or m=] 8 and 19, the values of A’
(%)l*m’A’(%)lQme
similar in form to the values of A’ &),andA, ~+),
respectively. For wing B, equation (A3) ~o~d be
.
()
b ,=& [(3.2 –0.4) (@–@),+A, ~
(1.0–0.3)(@–@)*+ 0.4(@ –@)s+0.3(@–@)d
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whereas equation (A4) would become
()
A’ ~ =~ [ 1.()-().3) (@-@)l+3.2(@-@)2+
b,8.3(
1.0(@–@)3+o.4(@–@).+ o.3(@–@),]
Use of the K factors has been found to establish con:
vergence within three approximations when the initial
assumption is reasonably close. .’ .,
Case II: ~ positive and nonlinear.-Although the factors
in fiawre 9 were derived for a linear lifkmrve slope that is
constant across the span, they can be used in the nonlinear
range. An estimation is made of- the wing lift-curve slope
at the angle of attack in question, from which a value of q k
obtained. The K factors are then obtained at the proper
value of AlZ/q. In this way it is possible to use these factors
for vnlues of q as low as 0.3 for A=3.O. From the trends
of the variations, it is seen that considerable e~polation
is permissible at the higher W&S of AE/q.
dc,
case ‘: z
negative and linear or nonlinear,-For a
negative lift-curve slope, either linear or nonlinear, the
procedure is as follows:
(1) First obtain values if the span load distribution with
fewer sigdicant &ures than desired.
()
(2) Find A ~ at each station, and work with these
.
values directly. -
(3) Adjust the load distribution at those stations where
the largest values of A
()
~ occur by adjusting the loadings
at m and m + 1 stations to obtain approximate convergence
()
at the mth station. If large values of A ~ occur at ty-o
adjacent stations, then adjuat the loading at only one of the
stations, although with some practice the adjustments
required at two such stations become quite obvious.
()
(4) As the values of A ~ are made smaller, the number
of significant @m in the solution oan be increased to the
desired amount.
()
(5) Keep ~ vahms of A ~ either positive or negative,
if possible, for easier mental manipulation.
METHODS FOR USE WITH r-10
Although factors similar to the K’s given in case I could
be derived for the corresponding condition with r= 10, it is
equally facile to use the method described under case III
for all casw with r=10. -
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